**Back Board**
- Primed & Painted
- 4008-8B Star Gazer Blue (Base)
- 4008-8C Deep Space Blue (Trim)
- 3009-2 Sunset Glow Yellow (Top Edge)
- 3" & 1" Bolts (Fastening & Decoration)

**Base**
- Primed & Painted
- 3009-2 Sunset Glow Yellow (Base Layer)
- 2011-1 Orange Fruit (Stripes)
- 4008-8C Deep Space Blue (Pole Receivers)
- WV42012 Classic Navy (Baseboard)
- 3" & 1" Bolts (Fastening & Decoration)

**Stage Box**
- 1/8" Ply Top, 1/4" Routed Edge Lip
- 1/8" Sides, Foam Backed
- Aluminum Corner Channel Strips
- 1009-4 Cut Ruby (Top)
- 1011-4 Posh Red (Top Edge)
- 4008-8B Star Gazer Blue (Side Panels)
- 4008-8C Deep Space Blue (Horizontal Trim)

**Sign Board**
- Primed & Painted
- 3009-2 Sunset Glow Yellow (Background)
- 1009-4 Cut Ruby (Lettering)
- XXX-4 White (Lettering Outline)
- 2011-1 Orange Fruit (Possible Shadow)
- 3" & 1" Bolts (Fastening & Decoration)

**Multimedia Screen #1**
- Planar PX 191 19" LCD Monitor

**Multimedia Screen #2**
- Planar PX 191 19" LCD Monitor

**Wide Angle Camera**

**Behavior Studio Monitor**
- Mounted on Adjustable Shelf
- Speaker Fabric on Front with Thin Steel Frame

**Boundary Mic**
- Mounted on Adjustible Shelf
Supply Storage Case
Additional Specifications

**Power Draw:**
20 Amp designated circuit

**Maximum Distances:**
20 ft. from power receptacle to Big Purple
20 ft. from Big Purple to Quasi

**Show Requirements:**
Skirting required for Puppeteer / Big Purple

**Loading:**
Loading dock with lift (preferred)
Paved access with wheelchair ramps